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Solar SystemSolar System



Planetary FormationPlanetary Formation
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The Nebular TheoryThe Nebular Theory

The solar system formed from the The solar system formed from the The solar system formed from the The solar system formed from the 
collapse of a giant cloud of gascollapse of a giant cloud of gas
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CollisionsCollisions



CollisionsCollisions



Spinning into a diskSpinning into a disk



Disks In Space!Disks In Space!



ABCDABCD

The interstellar cloud initially collapsed The interstellar cloud initially collapsed 
becausebecause

AA its gravity was very weakits gravity was very weakA.A. its gravity was very weak.its gravity was very weak.

B.B. collisions between particles collisions between particles 
squeezed it down.squeezed it down.

CC gravity was stronger than the gravity was stronger than the C.C. gravity was stronger than the gravity was stronger than the 
internal pressure.internal pressure.

D.D. The cloud was extremely hot.The cloud was extremely hot.



The Dusty DiskThe Dusty Disk



Orderly MotionOrderly Motion

The Nebular Theory explains whyThe Nebular Theory explains why

1.1. All orbits are in the same planeAll orbits are in the same plane

2.2. Everything orbits in the same Everything orbits in the same 
direction around the sundirection around the sun

3.3. MOST things spin in the same MOST things spin in the same 
directiondirectiondirectiondirection

4.4. All of the spin axis are All of the spin axis are 
approximately alignedapproximately aligned



History of Matter IHistory of Matter I

Only H and He in the BBOnly H and He in the BBO y  a d e  t e O y  a d e  t e 
No heavier elementsNo heavier elements



History of Matter IIHistory of Matter II

Heavier elements are made by stars.Heavier elements are made by stars.



Star FormationStar Formation
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CompositionComposition

98%98%
1.4%1.4%

98%98%

0.4%0.4% 0.2%0.2%

Assume that the disk was Assume that the disk was WELL MIXEDWELL MIXED



CondensationCondensation

LIGHT compounds LIGHT compounds 
require LOW require LOW 

HEAVY compounds can HEAVY compounds can 
condense at HIGH condense at HIGH require LOW require LOW 

temperatures.temperatures.
condense at HIGH condense at HIGH 

temperaturestemperatures



Disk TemperaturesDisk Temperatures
The disk temperature decreases The disk temperature decreases 

ith radiusith radiuswith radiuswith radius



Only rocky planets formed in the inner Only rocky planets formed in the inner Only rocky planets formed in the inner Only rocky planets formed in the inner 
solar system because:solar system because:

A.A. There are no rocks in the outer solar There are no rocks in the outer solar 
system.system.

B.B. Ice couldn’t condense in the inner Ice couldn’t condense in the inner 
solar systemsolar systemsolar system.solar system.

C.C. Gravity sucked the heavy rocks Gravity sucked the heavy rocks 
inward.inward.

DD The heavy planets (Jupiter etc) were The heavy planets (Jupiter etc) were D.D. The heavy planets (Jupiter etc) were The heavy planets (Jupiter etc) were 
flung outward.flung outward.



The Frost LineThe Frost Line



Building Terrestrial PlanetsBuilding Terrestrial Planets

The rocks bash together and stick to The rocks bash together and stick to gg
form planetsform planets



The terrestrial planets have no hydrogen The terrestrial planets have no hydrogen The terrestrial planets have no hydrogen The terrestrial planets have no hydrogen 
atmosphere becauseatmosphere because

A.A. Hydrogen is light and terrestrial Hydrogen is light and terrestrial 
planets are warm.planets are warm.

B.B. The Sun blows the hydrogen away.The Sun blows the hydrogen away.

C.C. There was very little hydrogen in the There was very little hydrogen in the 
disk when the Earth formed.disk when the Earth formed.

D.D. All of the hydrogen got fused inside All of the hydrogen got fused inside 
the Sunthe Sunthe Sun.the Sun.



Building Terrestrial PlanetsBuilding Terrestrial Planets
Where’s the hydrogen?Where’s the hydrogen?



Building Jovian PlanetsBuilding Jovian Planets
A BIIIIG dirty snowballA BIIIIG dirty snowball

A dirty snowballA dirty snowball



Leftover Rocks and IceLeftover Rocks and Ice

The asteroid belt is The asteroid belt is 
likely a failed terrestrial likely a failed terrestrial 

planetplanetpp

The Kuiper belt is The Kuiper belt is 
l f d b i fl f d b i fleftover debris from leftover debris from 

jovian planet formationjovian planet formation



The Jovian planets have  HUGE hydrogen The Jovian planets have  HUGE hydrogen 
atmosphere becauseatmosphere because

AA they have massive cores and are coldthey have massive cores and are coldA.A. they have massive cores and are coldthey have massive cores and are cold

B.B. they have massive cores and are they have massive cores and are 
warmwarm

CC they have no cores and are coldthey have no cores and are coldC.C. they have no cores and are coldthey have no cores and are cold

D.D. they have no cores and are warmthey have no cores and are warm



Mercury’s atmosphere is likely extremely Mercury’s atmosphere is likely extremely 
thin becausethin because

AA of its large massof its large massA.A. of its large massof its large mass

B.B. of its slow rotationof its slow rotation

C.C. it’s very close to the sunit’s very close to the sun

D.D. of large impacts in the pastof large impacts in the past



Solar System AgeSolar System Age

Radiometric Radiometric 
dating of rocksdating of rocksdating of rocksdating of rocks

Stellar evolution Stellar evolution 
theorytheorytheorytheory

about 4.5 billion years oldabout 4.5 billion years old



Orbits… againOrbits… again

Objects orbit around their Objects orbit around their Objects orbit around their Objects orbit around their 
centers of masscenters of mass



Extra Solar Planets IExtra Solar Planets I

Extra Solar means around a Extra Solar means around a Extra Solar means around a Extra Solar means around a 
star that is not the Sunstar that is not the Sun



Extra Solar Planets IIExtra Solar Planets II

Transits can be detected by the light curveTransits can be detected by the light curve

The transiting planet blocks some The transiting planet blocks some g pg p
of the starlightof the starlight


